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Finally the countdown is over! The day that we have all

been waiting for so long has come. With the great efforts of
the organization and academic teams and the hard working
administrative staffs EuroAsia MUN is ready to start. A day
before the conference, on the 26th of November, there was a
rush at Litai Hotel in order to complete the final
preparations. The organization and academic team worked
really hard to satisfy your expectations. Hence, this
conference could not be as magnificent as it is without their
unremitting efforts. You can be sure that unforgettable
memories are waiting for you! //İrem Demirci

WELCOME TO
EUROASIA
MUN 2015

The wait is finally over! Thanks to the endless efforts
and enthusiasm of both academic and organization
teams, the 10th annual session of Turkey’s biggest
training and development conference EuroAsia MUN
started today! The 10th Opening Ceremony of
EuroAsia Model United Nations Training and
Development Conference begun with the speech of the
President of MUNA Mr. Yunus Can Aybas. Mr. Aybas
pointed out the importance of MUNA’s role in
inspiring the youth and carrying MUN in Turkey to
another level. After this marvelous speech, the
Director-General of EuroAsia MUN 2015, Ms. Cemre
Aksu, took the stage, thanking both her team and all
those who made the conference possible. Last but not
least, the Secretary-General of EuroAsia MUN 2015
Ms. Damla Manav made her speech; mentioning the
hard work of the academic team and thanking the
participants for turning the conference into an amazing
experience. Thus, the 10th annual session of EuroAsia
MUN Training and Development Conference has
officially begun. 4 days full of fiery debates and
unforgettable memories are ahead of us. Live and enjoy
this great experience to the fullest!
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to the 10th annual
session of EuroAsia MUN Training and Development
Conference! //Ilgaz Şen
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MUN 101
WHAT?
WHY?

Since 2005,Model United Nations Association has

been organizing two of the most successful
conferences in Turkey. This year, it is celebrating
the 10th year anniversary of the first training and
development conference in Turkey. We proudly
welcome you to the tenth annual session of
EuroAsia Model United Nations Training and
Development Conference! Model United Nations
also known as Model UN or MUN is the simulation
of the UN committees which students roleplay as if
they are representatives in the UN house.

At the end of most MUN conferences, you will receive a participant certificate. If you decide to work
hard and be an active delegate, it is possible that you are going to take The Best Delegate award or
are going to be recognized as an outstanding delegate. What are the responsibilities of each
delegate? Participants should make a research about their country, take on roles as diplomats and
investigate global issues, debate, persuade and develop possible solutions for this issues such as
“Humanitarian Assistance in High-Risk Environments” for a SOCHUM committee. We have 4 GA
committees, UN Security Council, UNESCAP, UNHRC, UNDP, UNSCW and a special 10th year
committee which is historical “1917 Bolshevik Revolution”. Keep in mind that each delegate have to
be aware of their country’s policy, geography, economy, culture and history in order to be an
accurate delegate. We recommend you to participate the MUN 101 workshop and take your seats at
this amazing atmosphere! //Övgü Nalbantoğlu

WE NEED RULES

Did you remember the moment

you got a little bit scared when you
first heard about rules of procedure
of MUN? First step for being a
MUNer is, each and every delegate
have to know the procedure.
Delegates have to follow some
orders during sessions.
Each
delegate have to know what is a roll
call, the difference between raising
a motion or a point, moderated or
unmoderated caucuses and so on. It
is essential to know these
procedures, you don’t want to
make chairs staring at you when
you mix up motion and point.
To be more serious, it is
important to make your
statements and ideas clear. The
differences between point or
motion will be explained in the
rules of procedure workshop.
Also how to write a resolution,
amendments and voting
procedure will be explained. Pay
attention to the information
given in this workshop, it is
going to be very useful for your
debates.

If you are an inexperienced delegate we
kindly recommend you to attend this
workshop. It will contribute you a lot
about the procedure and the main points
which you should follow during the
sessions. You will see it is not so hard as
you think. If you are an experienced
delegate you can improve yourself and
your knowledge by this workshop.
Questions will be answered so you are
going to be %100 sure of the procedure.
Therefore, if you want to be an expert

#beginningofanewera
#EuroAsiaMUN2015
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AN AUTHORIZED PERSON FROM UNITED NATIONS IS AMONG
US!

Dear fellow MUNers, here in MUN you got a chance to live real United Nations
experience but wouldn’t you want to enhance this unforgettable memory of yours? Now
you got that opportunity, today at EuroAsia MUN, an official United Nations representative
is ready for you to answer the questions that you are wondering about United Nations and
satisfy all your curiosity about UN life. So come and start your interview, don’t miss this
once in a lifetime chance! // Ece Serpici

The

Bolshevik Revolution, in other words the
October Revolution, refers to the uprising of the
Soviets tired with the ongoing Great War and fed up
with the worsening economic situation of the
Russian Empire, comes in the aftermath of the
ineffectual governing steps taken by the Provisional
Government succeeding the Tsarism. The leading
role played by the Bolshevik Party supporting a
change in the governing system and backed up by
the soviets predestines the future of Russia.

THE BOLSHEVIK

REVOLUTION

The Committee gathering today on the Bolshevik
Revolution is making efforts to answer the questions
by organizing a workshop on the subject thanks to
those present. We highly encourage you to
participate in this workshop as it will without doubt
contribute to your knowledge and critical thinking
about the given subject. // Orhun Bayraktar

FINAL DOCUMENT

PANEL
Honorable

delegates of EuroAsia
MUN attention please! A panel
discussion will be conducted with
the presence of a moderator, as well
as many former and current MUN
participants, enabling you to have a
better understanding of the subjects
that will be handled throughout the
Conference. Participating at this
workshop, beyond any doubt, will
further enhance your knowledge
about the ongoing discussions and it
will also give you an opportunity to
find answers to each and every one
of your questions related to the
conference with the help of
experienced MUN participants. //
Yağmursu Deniz

As

we all know, each delegate wants to be the
Best Delegate in their committees. So what you
have to do is make a great effort to come with a
great resolution. What you have to do is, debate
spiritedly during these four days about the
world’s most important issues, and find possible
effective solutions. Then you are going to write a
resolution. But how? Writing a resolution is one
of the hardest part of MUN. The preambulatory
and operative clause, amendments, signatories…
Don’t be afraid, if you have suggestions how to
solve these global issues, writing a resolution is
not such a hard work for you. If you want to know
which method are you going to use, and find
answers for your critical questions about the final
document, we are invite you to attend this
precious workshop. After this workshop, you
might become one of the masters of writing a
resolution.// Övgü Nalbantoğlu
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FUN FACTS ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION TEAM

Hates tomato
and likes
young
women

A great writer
and driver

A licenced
captain

Deserves the
best stalker
award

Loves
unicorns

A secret
basketball
player

Never drinks
tea and
knows Dutch

Hates not
being in
snapchat
stories

Project EuroAsia X
Hello fresh MUNers! Are you
ready to see those serious
delegates and chairs having fun at
a house party? Let me explain
what is waiting fot you tonight at
Litai Hotel. Unlimited drink,
pizza, sponsored by Pizza Hut,
snacks and drinking games like
beer pong and of course dance.
Sounds exciting right? You didn't
hear the best part yet. All of these
are
accompanied
by
Çağan&Çağan's DJ performance.
Meet us at 8 pm to get a started to
the new friendships, after a long
day of workshops. Lights, camera,
action! // Ecem Sümer

Cries when
she feels
dizzy

Forgets
Turkish when
he is drunk
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